Hippocampal and brain stem activation during word retrieval after repeated and semantic encoding.
Repeated word presentation during learning and the use of a semantic encoding task both increase the accuracy of subsequent word retrieval. Previous neuroimaging studies have shown that successful word retrieval depends on the recruitment of the hippocampus, whereas the effort of retrieval is linked to activation of prefrontal cortex modules. We studied the effects of repetition (4x versus 1x presentation) and encoding task (semantic versus perceptual) on hippocampal and prefrontal cortex activation during word-stem cued recall using positron emission tomography. Repeated and semantic encoding resulted in increased recall accuracy, with word repetition showing a greater effect when using a semantic encoding task. The more successful retrieval of words presented repeatedly compared with words presented once was associated with activation of the left anterior hippocampus. The more successful retrieval of words encoded using a semantic compared with a perceptual task was associated with activation of the right posterior and, less significantly, the left anterior hippocampus. The greater benefit of repeated learning when using the semantic task was linked to activation of the right brainstem, in the region of the ventral tegmentum. Our results suggest that word repetition and semantic encoding increase recall accuracy during subsequent word retrieval via distinct hippocampal mechanisms and that ventral tegmentum activation is relevant for word retrieval after semantic encoding. These findings confirm the importance of hippocampal recruitment during word retrieval and provide novel evidence for a role of brainstem neurons in word retrieval after semantic encoding.